The development of intelligent traffic light control systems is essential for smart transportation management. While some efforts have been made to optimize the use of individual traffic lights in an isolated way, related studies have largely ignored the fact that the use of multi-intersection traffic lights is spatially influenced and there is a temporal dependency of historical traffic status for current traffic light control. To that end, in this paper, we propose a novel SpatioTemporal Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (STMARL) framework for effectively capturing the spatio-temporal dependency of multiple related traffic lights and control these traffic lights in a coordinating way. Specifically, we first construct the traffic light adjacency graph based on the spatial structure among traffic lights. Then, historical traffic records will be integrated with current traffic status via Recurrent Neural Network structure. Moreover, based on the temporally-dependent traffic information, we design a Graph Neural Network based model to represent relationships among multiple traffic lights, and the decision for each traffic light will be made in a distributed way by the deep Q-learning method. Finally, the experimental results on both synthetic and real-world data have demonstrated the effectiveness of our STMARL framework, which also provides an insightful understanding of the influence mechanism among multi-intersection traffic lights.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed the increasing serious traffic congestion in most cities, which results in several negative effects like air pollution and economic losses. For instance, traffic congestion has caused the financial cost as $305 billion in 2017 in the US, $10 billion more than 2016 [7] . Along this line, optimal control of traffic lights has been widely used for reducing congestion. Traditionally, control plan of traffic lights was pre-defined as fixed based on historical traffic data [25, 40] , or artificially regulated by officers based on current traffic status [9] . However, these solutions might be rigid and shortsighted, or even lead to the heavy burden of manpower. Thus, a more intelligent plan is still urgently required.
Thanks to the development of data analytic techniques, nowadays, traffic light control has been supported by advanced methods like reinforcement learning [24, 38] , which effectively model the traffic status to make sequential decisions. However, though prior arts performed well, most of them are limited to the isolated intersections without coordination. Indeed, in real-world situation, control of traffic light will definitely impact the traffic status, and then results in a chain reaction on adjacent intersections. Obviously, mutual influence among multiple intersections should not be ignored during the modeling. To that end, solutions based on multiagent reinforcement learning have been designed [6, 21] , which further improved the performance. However, they may still face some challenges. First, the dimensionality of action space grows exponentially with the increasing number of agents, which causes dramatic complexity. Second, though distributed models may alleviate the problem of dimension explosion, it is still difficult to formulate the coordination among multiple traffic lights.
Intuitively, when describing the correlation among multiple intersections, we realize that they could be approximately formulated as graph structure based on spatial adjacency on the road network. Similar with information flow in graph, traffic volume in the current intersection can be naturally split for adjacent intersections, which results in the spatial influence among multiple traffic lights. Moreover, short periods are spent on traffic flow when moving to adjacent intersections, which further results in the temporal dependency among multiple traffic lights. Therefore, our challenge has been transferred as modeling the spatio-temporal influence among multiple intersections for intelligent traffic light control.
To that end, in this work, we propose a Spatio-Temporal Multiagent Reinforcement Learning (STMARL) framework for multiintersection traffic light control. Specifically, we first construct the traffic light adjacency graph based on the spatial structure among traffic lights. Then, historical traffic records will be incorporated with current traffic status via Recurrent Neural Network structure. Afterwards, based on the traffic information with temporal dependency, we design a Graph Neural Network based module to represent relations among multiple traffic lights, which allows the efficient relation reasoning among the traffic lights. Finally, the distributed decision for each traffic light will be made by deep Q-learning method. Both quantitative and qualitative experiment results have demonstrated the effectiveness of our STMARL framework, which provides an insightful understanding of influence mechanism among multi-intersection traffic lights. The technical contribution of this paper could be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are among the first ones who study the spatio-temporal dependency among multiple intersections, with leveraging graph structure for better modeling coordination between intersections.
• A novel multi-agent reinforcement learning framework is proposed, in which graph neural network with attention mechanism for iterative relational reasoning and the recurrent neural network is incorporated to model the spatiotemporal dependency.
• Experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets validated the effectiveness of our solution compared with several state-of-the-art methods, and further revealed some coordination mechanism among traffic light agents.
RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly review the related works in traffic light control, methodologies of multi-agent reinforcement learning and graph neural networks. Traffic Light Control. In the literature, traffic light control methods can be mainly divided into three types: predefined fixed-time control [25] , actuated control [9] and adaptive traffic control [1, 11, 18, 24] . The predefined fixed-time control is determined offline using historical traffic data and actuated control is based on current traffic state using predefined rules. The main drawback of these two methods is that they do not take into account the long term traffic situation. Therefore, researchers began exploring adaptive traffic light control methods. Following this line, reinforcement learning methods have been used for traffic light control [2, 10, 21, 31, 38] so that the control strategy can be adaptively generated based on the current traffic state. Although reinforcement learning methods have achieved success for traffic light control in one intersection, it's still challenging for multi-intersection traffic light control task: the curse of dimensionality in the centralized model and coordination problem in a distributed model. Kuyer et al. [21] formulated the explicit coordination among agents using max-plus algorithm which estimates the optimal joint action by sending locally optimized messages among connected agents. However, this method is modelbased which requires the knowledge of the environment. Besides, the max-plus algorithm can increase control overhead and computational cost among neighboring agents significantly [39] . El-Tantawy et al. [11] proposed a approach called MARLIN-ATSC, which deals with the dimensionality problem by utilizing the principle of locality of interaction [27] and modular Q-learning technique [28] . However, the previous methods mainly ignore the spatial structure information among the traffic lights in the real world for better coordination. What's more, there is no interpretation of the coordination mechanism among these agents. Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning. In the setting of multiagent reinforcement learning [6, 12, 14, 29, 32] , agents are optimized to learn cooperative or competitive goal. Independent DQN [33] extends DQN to multi-agent settings where each agent learns its own policy independently. Although there is a non-stationary problem for independent DQN, it often works well in practice [33, 42] .
To address the issue of reinforcement learning method for multiagent settings, Lowe et al. [23] proposed multi-agent actor-critic for mixed cooperative-competitive environments. They adopt the framework for centralized training with decentralized execution for cooperation. Note that previous works [17, 32] mainly design heuristic rules to decide who or how many agents the target agent communicates to, while in this paper, we learn to communicate via the existing spatial structure among agents as well as temporal dependency for multi-intersection traffic light control. Graph Neural Networks. Our proposed method is also related to recent advances of Graph Neural Network (GNN) [3, 4, 22, 30] . GNN has been proposed to learn the structured relationship, which allows for iterative relational reasoning though messaging passing [13] on the graph. Battaglia et al. [4] introduced a general framework of Graph Networks which unified various proposed graph network architectures to support relational reasoning and combinatorial generalization. Recently, there are some works trying to explore relational inductive biases in deep reinforcement learning. Wang et al. [37] proposed NerveNet for robot locomotion, where it modeled the bodies of robots as discrete graph structure and output action for this single agent. Zambaldi et al. [41] proposed to use relational inductive biases in deep reinforcement learning agent for StarCraft II game. However, there is no explicit graph construction which is learned from the raw visual input. Comparatively, in this paper, we explicitly construct the traffic light adjacency graph for modeling the geographical structure information to facilitate the coordination among multi-intersection traffic light control.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we will first introduce the construction of traffic light adjacency graph, and then formally define our problem.
We first attempt to describe the road network structure in the graph perspective. In a real-world scenario, the structure of the intersections could be complicated. For instance, as shown in Figure 1 (a) , those roads, which are connected to the same intersection, may hold a different amount of lanes (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) and different directional constraint (two-way or one way). To describe the complicated settings, we construct the traffic light adjacency graph as G = (V , E), as shown in Figure 1 (b) . Specifically, V denotes the nodes, including the control nodes which contain the traffic lights (blue nodes), and non-control nodes which indicate the endpoints (pink nodes). At the same time, E denotes the edges, in which e k indicates the directed road to connect two nodes with the type c(k), meaning the number of lanes l k in this directed road. Definitely, we use a unidirectional edge in G to present each one-way road, and each two-way road is presented by two edges with opposite directions. Based on the constructed traffic light adjacency graph, we then turn to study the problem of multi-intersection traffic light control in the view of multi-agent reinforcement learning. Specifically, we treat each traffic light as one agent, and the group of traffic light agents is learned cooperatively to maximize the global reward (e.g., minimize the overall queue length in this area). Along this line, the multi-intersection traffic light control problem could be defined as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) for N agents within finite steps. Moreover, considering that the recorded information might be incomplete and inaccurate, we further extend the MDP problem as Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), which can be defined as a tuple (N , S, O, A, P, U, R, γ ), in which N denotes the number of agents, and the rest are listed as follows:
• State Space S: s i,t ∈ S is the fully observable system state, which consists of all the information in the traffic light adjacency for agent i at time t. In the graph G, the traffic information is observed on each edge:
}, where q l , n l , w l are the queue length, number of vehicles and updated waiting time of vehicles in lane l respectively. Note that the partially observed state for agent i is defined as the edges information whose receiver node is node i. It is also straightforward to incorporate other complex features into the observation representation, while we focus on designing a novel framework for multi-intersection traffic light control in this paper.
• Action A: a t = {a i,t } N i=1 ∈ A is the joint action for all the traffic light agents at time t. In this problem, the traffic light phases for each intersection only change in a fixed phase order as shown in Figure 2 due to the constraints and safety issues in the realworld setting. Therefore, for each agent i, a i,t ∈ {0, 1} indicating switch to the next phase (1) or keep current phase (0), which is also commonly used in previous works [5, 24, 38] .
• Reward R: r i,t is the immediate reward for agent i at time t.
Traffic agent i is optimized to maximize the expected future return E T t =1 γ t −1 r i,t , where γ is the discount factor. The individual reward r i,t for agent i is r i,t = − l i l =1 q l , where l i is the number of incoming lanes connected to intersection i.
• State Transition Probability P: p(s t +1 |s t , a t ) defines the probability of transition from state s t to s t +1 when all the agents take joint action a t .
• Observation Probability U: This is the probability of observa-
Based on the formulations above, we can formally define the problem of multi-intersection traffic light control as follows, and related mathematical notations are summarized in Table 1 . Given the traffic light adjacency graph G, as well as the potential reward r i,t for each action a i,t made by every traffic light agent i at time t, we target at making proper decisions a i,t for each traffic light agent i, so that the global reward N i=1 r i,t will be maximized.
SPATIO-TEMPORAL MULTI-AGENT REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
In this section, we will introduce our Spatio-Temporal Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (STMARL) framework in detail for multiintersection traffic light control.
Overview
The overall framework of STMARL is illustrated in Figure 3 . To be specific, we construct the graph consisting of the traffic light agents, and then use the graph block to learn spatial structure information on the input graph, with considering the historical traffic state as incorporating temporal dependency. The module inside the graph block is shown in the right part of Figure 3 , which includes:
• An edge update module, to update the edge information;
• A recurrent neural network variant, namely Long Short Term Memory unit (LSTM) [16] to summarize historical traffic information in hidden state to learn temporal dependency; • A node update module, to update state of each traffic light.
Along this line, each agent has interactions with other traffic light agents, which is beneficial for the multi-intersection traffic light control in a system level. At the same time, the problem of partial observability will be handled. In the following subsections, we will introduce all these modules in detail.
Base Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning
Firstly, we will briefly introduce the base multi-agent reinforcement learning method which is based on the Independent DQN [34] , where each agent i learns the independent optimal function Q i seperately without cooperation. Formally, for each agent i, we have the
, where l i is the number of incoming lanes which are connected to intersection i. We target at minimizing the following loss:
where θ t ar i is the target Q-network updated periodically to stabilize training. Also, D is the replay buffer to store the state transitions.
For the Independent DQN, to reduce the parameters of the Qnetwork which scale with the number of traffic light agents, it's reasonable to share the parameters of Q-network among agents.
Learning Spatial Structure Dependency
Then, we turn to introduce the learning process inside graph block, which considers the spatial structure information between the traffic light agents for better coordination. Generally, traffic light agents in the base model only learn their own policy independently without explicit coordination, and observation state o i,t in the base model simply concatenates the traffic information in incoming lanes connected to intersection i, which ignores the spatial structure information. Therefore, a more comprehensive framework is required to leverage the spatial structure of these traffic lights for better coordination, so that the global traffic situation will be optimized.
Edge Update.
As the traffic information is observed in the graph edges as stated in Section 3, we firstly introduce the edge update module. In this problem, the traffic information is first collected by each edge e k , where
} and e k ∈ R l k ×3 . To transform the raw input into embedded observation vector, edge encoder for different edge types is applied per edge to encode the collected message. Edge e k is updated as follows:
To reduce parameters of edge encoder f c(k) e for different edge types, separate parameters are used for the first layer of edge encoder to encode the input with different dimensions, but paramters for the other layers are shared. Specifically, we use two-layer MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) with ELU [8] activation fuction.
After updating the edge information, nodes' representations are obtained by aggregating each node's receiver edges. Here we denote the graph with initial node values as G in t with nodes
, where initial representation v in i,t at time t is obtained as follows:
where rec k is the receiver node of the k-th edge.
Node
Update. Then, we turn to introduce the node update module to model the interaction relationship among these agents.
Here, we use attention mechanism [35, 36] to leverage the spatial structure information and perform relation reasoning among these agents. Specifically, at relation reasoning step d, the input node vector consists of both the initial node vector v in i,t and the node vector v d −1 i,t in previous relation reasoning step d − 1:
where ∥ represents the concatenation operation. Then, we compute the attention score α i j between node i and its sending nodes j ∈ N i where the edge direction is from j to i:
where a is the trainable weight vector and f is the nonlinear activation function and here we use ELU function. Then the aggregated attention information v i from the sending nodes for node i is:
Finally, the node vector v d i,t is updated based on its own information and the aggregated neighbor information:
where д is one-layer MLP with ELU activation in the MLP output layer. The above node update process is for one step relation reasoning. Multi-step relation reasoning can be performed to capture the highorder interaction among the agents. The output graph at time t is denoted as G out t with nodes V = {v d i,t } N i=1 .
Learning Temporal Dependency
Moreover, we attempt to learn temporal dependency to incorporate the historical traffic state. As the traffic state is highly dynamic over the time, to model the temporal dependency and handle the partial observability in the POMDP problem, we use the recurrent Reset the environment. 4: for t = 0 to T do 5: Get observation o t of the traffic light adjacency graph state. 6 :
Compute v hid i, t using Eq(9). ▷ learning temporal dependency 8: Compute node update result v out i, t using Eq(8).
▷ learning spatial structure dependency 9: Compute Q values Q i, t using Eq(11). 10: With probability ϵ pick random action a i, t , else a i, t = max a ′ Q i, t (a ′ ). Execute joint action a t = {a i, t } N i =1 in the environment and get reward r t = {r i, t } N i =1 and next observation o t +1 .
13:
Store transition (o t , a t , o t +1 , r t ) into D.
14:
end for
15:
for c = 1 to C1 do
16:
Sample a random batch of transitions over continues time interval
For each agent i at time t compute target:
18:
Update Q-network:
19:
end for 20: end for neural network to incorporate the historical traffic information. Specifically, we process the nodes in current input traffic state graph G in t and the last time hidden graph G hid t −1 using LSTM. The output hidden graph G hid t with nodes V = {v hid i,t } N i=1 is:
o are parmeters of weight matrices and biases. ⊙ represents element-wise multiplication and σ is the sigmoid function. The above process is denoted in short as:
After getting the gated hidden graph G hid t at time step t, Node update process in 4.3.2 is performed on the updated traffic input graph G hid t as is shown in the right part of Figure 3 . 
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Output Layer
Finally, the distributed decision for each traffic light agent is now available with the learned representations for traffic lights. Based on the above learned spatial-temporal dependency representation, at each time t, we output the decision of whether to switch to the next traffic light phase. As there are two kinds of nodes: traffic light control nodes and non-control nodes shown in Figure 1 , we process for the traffic light control nodes. For these traffic light agents, we use residual connection which concatenate the initial node vector v in i,t and the updated node vector v out i,t :
Then, Q value for each agent i at time t is computed as follows:
where ϕ is two layer MLP with RELU activation, Q i,t ∈ R | A | and we denote Q i,t (a) as the Q value for action a.
Training
Besides, we briefly introduce the technical solution of training process. During training, we store the observations into the replay buffer D for experience replay [26] . As the observations are in the edges of graph G, we denote the observation at time t as o t = {e k,t } |E | k =1
. We store the transition (o t , a t , o t +1 , r t ) into D, where joint action a t = {a i,t } N i=1 and reward for each agent r t = {r i,t } N i=1 . The training loss of Q-network for STMARL model is:
where ∆t is the time interval. We use recurrent neural network over the continuous time interval ∆t to learn temporal dependency as stated in 4.4. The influence of the temporal dependency interval is illustrated in experiment part. To stabilize training, we update the model at the end of each episode. Detailed training algorithm for Spatio-Temporal Multi-Agent Training is listed in Algorithm 1.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct both quantitative and qualitative experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed STMARL model for multi-intersection traffic light control.
Experimental Setup

Synthetic Dataset.
In the experiment, synthetic data is generated to test our model under different scale of road networks and various traffic patterns. The details are introduced as follows: • Grid 3×3 : A 3×3 grid network. The origins and destinations of vehicles in this road network are set to any edges uniformly at random. The vehicle arrival rate is 1.8 which is stable for simulation and indicates that 1.8 vehicles are generated per second in the road network.
• Grid 6×6 : A large-scale 6 × 6 grid network, in which two kinds of traffic patterns are generated, i.e., U nidirect 6×6 and Bidirect 6×6 for unidirectional and bidirectional traffic pattern respectively. The traffic comes uniformly with 600 vehicles/lane/hour in West-East direction and 180 vehicles/lane/hour in South-North direction. For synthetic data, we used four phases to control the traffic movements for the intersection, i.e., WE-Straight (Going Straight from both West and East), WE-Left (Turning Left from both West and East), SN-Straight (Going Straight from both South and North), SN-Left (Turning Left from both South and North).
Real-world Dataset.
The real-world dataset was collected in a medium-sized city from China. Totally, in this dataset, there are four traffic lights as shown in Figure 1 (a) , which contain the information of vehicles and roads recorded by the camera in the nearby intersection facing to the vehicles, as well as corresponding timestamps over the time period from 11/06/2018 to 11/12/2018. After analyzing these records, the trajectory for each vehicle could be captured. As shown in Table 2 , the traffic arrival rate, i.e., the average amount of arriving vehicles during one second, is significantly variant in a different time.
For the real-world dataset, We adopt the traffic phases currently applied in the real world as shown in Table 3 . It can be seen that there are different kinds of traffic phases for different intersections at different times. More detailed traffic phase configurations are attached to the appendix in the supplementary material. According to the Table 3 , we can find that there exist three periods, namely the early morning (0:00 -6:00), day time (6:30 -20:30) and late night (20:30 -24:00). During each period, most traffic lights, e.g., light 1, 3 and 4 will execute different phase plans. Thus, to validate the effectiveness, we separately selected four-time frames from these three periods, as shown in Table 4 as one episode. For fully reflecting the traffic status during day time, we selected two frames, which correspond to the morning/evening peaks respectively. Further analysis of time division will be introduced in Section 5.2.3.
To simulate the traffic status under different settings of traffic lights, we then utilized a widely-used traffic simulator, called Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO) 1 . Both synthetic and real datasets are fed into SUMO for simulation.
Evaluation Metric.
Following the previous researches [24, 38] , we adopt the commonly used average travel time meteric to evaluate the performance of different methods. This metric is defined as the average travel time for all the vehicles traveling from their origins to destinations, which people care the most in practice.
Implementation Details.
The parameters for our model are summarized in Table 5 . Particularly, each action of agent will last for 10 seconds, which was searched among {5, 10, 15}. To stabilize the training process, we pre-trained the model using fixed time control strategy by setting all the traffic light phase to a fixed time p t , where p t was selected in {15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45} and trained for 40,000 steps. Besides, the temporal dependency interval ∆t was searched among {20, 30, 60, 90, 120}, the ϵ for ϵ-greedy policy was linearly decayed for the first 10 episodes, and the hidden size for both edge encoder and output layer were set to 64. Finally, all the parameters were initialized using He initialization in [15] , and then trained using Adam [19] algorithm with learning rate as 0.001 and gradient clipping value as 10.
Compared Methods.
To validate the effectiveness of STMARL framework, several state-of-the-art methods are selected as baseline methods, which are listed as follows:
• Fixed-time Control: (Fixed-time) [25] , which uses a predefined plan for traffic light control. For the real-world dataset, we directly adopt the phase plan in the real world. More details are in the supplementary material.
• Self-Organizing Traffic Light Control (SOTL) [9] , which is an actuated traffic light control method. Here the decisions to change traffic light phase are based on the current traffic 1 http://sumo.dlr.de/index.html state, including eclipsed time and the number of vehicles approaching the red light.
• Max-Plus Coordination for Urban Traffic Control (MaxPlus) [21] , which uses max-plus [20] algorithm for modeling the coordination among agents. For a fair comparison, MaxPlus shares the same state, action, and reward definition with STMARL.
Besides, the following variations of our method are compared:
• Base, which is the independent DQN method with shared parameters among the agents.
• Base+Graph, which incorporates the spatial structure information for iterative relational reasoning.
• Base+Graph+Time, which is our full model (STMARL) not only considering the spatial structure dependency, but also incorporating the historical traffic information.
All the methods are turned to report the best performance. For the reinforcement learning methods, we trained the model for 80 episodes and test for 20 episodes with epsilon ϵ = 0.05.
Experimental Results
Overall Result.
In this section, we compared the proposed method with the baseline methods on both synthetic and real-world datasets. The performance is shown in Table 6 . We can observe that our proposed STMARL method significantly outperforms all the baseline methods in all datasets.
For the comparison of performance across different datasets, we observed that the performance gap becomes significantly larger with the increasing scale of road networke. For example, STMARL outperforms the best baseline by 13.2% in dataset U nidirec 6×6 . There also exists a significant margin between STMARL model and baseline methods under different traffic patterns, i.e., uniformly at random, unidirectional, bidirectional and real-world dynamic traffic.
Compared with baseline methods, we observed that STMARL outperforms the traditional traffic light control methods (Fixed-time and SOTL) with a significant margin. This phnonmenon demonstrates the effectiveness of the reinforcement learning methods which change traffic phases adaptively to optimize the long term traffic situation.
Besides. our STMARL model significantly outperforms the MaxPlus baseline which also considers the coordination among traffic lights, demonstrating the efficient coordination strategy by learning spatial-temporal dependency in our model. Moreover, our model is more stable with a lower standard deviation.
For the model variants, learning spatial structure dependency (Base+Graph) significantly outperforms the Base model. The reason is that the Base model ignores the spatial structure information among the traffic lights. Incorporating the historical traffic state information (Base+Graph+Time) further improves performance. Figure 4 illustrates the training curves of these model variants across different datasets. It can be observed that (Base+Graph) model constantly outperforms the Base model by a significant margin in all datasets. Moreover, (Base+Graph+Time) outperforms (Base+Graph) significantly with faster convergence speed. These quantitative results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of jointly learning Table 6 : Performance comparison on the synthetic data and real-world data w.r.t. average travel time (in seconds, the lower the better). The number is mean value ± standard deviation. '*' indicates the improvement of STMARL over the best baseline is significant based on paired t-test at the significance level of p < 0.01.
Methods
Grid spatial structure information and temporal dependency for multiintersection traffic light control.
Sensitiveness of Temporal Dependency
Interval ∆t. Figure 6 shows the performance of STMARL model with different temporal dependency interval ∆t. We found that STMARL achieves the best performance when ∆t = 60s, 90s, 60s, 30s for Grid 3×3 , U nidirec 6×6 , Bidirect 6×6 and D r ealwor ld respectively. These results indicate that a relatively medium time interval ∆t should be more appropriate to learn the temporal dependency. In this section we provide further analysis of the learned traffic phase duration, attention weights to the adjacent nodes and emergence of the green wave learned by the STMARL model in the real-world dataset. Analysis of the Traffic Phase Duration. Table 7 shows the learned average phase duration by our model over the selected time interval (Table 4) . Taking Traffic Light 1 as an example, we observe that the learned phase duration for early morning and late night is quite different especially for phase 14, while current applied fixed time plan uses the same duration for both time periods. For the day time in interval 1 and interval 2, the learned phase duration is also quite different, while the fixed time plans currently used are still the same. However, the opposite time changing can be observed for Traffic Light 3. Therefore, currently used divided time interval in the real world can be further improved by merging the time interval with a similar phase duration, while those intervals with different phase duration should be split. Interpretation of Attention Weights. In this section, we analyze the learned attention weights for the traffic light agent and take the Traffic Light agent 2 as an example. Figure 5 (c)(d) shows the learned attention weights in four incoming edges from its neighbors on Tuesday and Saturday. We also show the average number of approaching vehicles in corresponding edges in Figure 5 (a)(b) . It can be observed that the learned attention weights keep pace with the dynamic number of vehicles in the corresponding edges. For example, in different peak hour, the attention weights in the corresponding edge directions also become larger.
Moreover, in Figure 5 (c), the attention weight of the South-North direction is the largest compared to the other three directions in most cases, which corresponds to the largest arriving vehicle numbers as shown in Figure 5 (a). Similar rule could be found between Figure 5 (d) and Figure 5(b) . Therefore, the larger attention weights make the Traffic Light agent 2 care more about the downstream traffic situation which may spill into intersection 2. As a result, the Traffic Light agent 2 was influenced by the decision of Traffic Light agent 1. Along this line, the coordination among Traffic Light agent 2 and agent 1 is crucial so as not to cause severe traffic congestion to Intersection 2 due to the large traffic flow from intersection 1. Therefore, the larger attention weights in the edge direction may indicate that it's more necessary to coordinate among these two agents. Coordination for Green Wave. The green wave occurs when a series of traffic lights are coordinated to allow continuous traffic flow over several intersections along one main direction. Therefore, it can be used to test the coordination mechanism learned by multiple traffic lights. Figure 7 shows the dynamics of traffic light phase learned by our model (Figure 7 (a)(b)(c)) and the corresponding number of approaching cars along North-South direction (Figure 7 (d)(e)(f)) which shows the emergence of green wave phenomenon. It can be observed that from Figure 7 (a)(b)(c), in these three time periods, there exists green wave, i.e., green arrow, where all the four traffic light agents coordinated their traffic phases to allow fast traveling for the approaching cars. Figure 7 (d)(e)(f) shows that the green wave significantly accelerates the traffic flow by reducing the maximum number of vehicles approaching one intersection (e.g., the intersection controlled by Traffic Light 1). Therefore, the green wave demonstrates that STMARL model can learn coordination policy to reduce the traffic congestion in the integral level.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed the Spatio-Temporal Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (STMARL) model for multi-intersection traffic light control. The proposed STMARL method can leverage the spatial structure in the real world to facilitate coordination among multiple traffic lights. Moreover, it also considers the historical traffic information for current decision making. Specifically, we first construct the traffic light adjacency graph based on the spatial structure among traffic lights. Then, historical traffic records will be integrated with current traffic status via Recurrent Neural Network structure. Moreover, based on the temporally-dependent traffic information, we design a Graph Neural Network based model to represent relationships among multiple traffic lights, and the decision for each traffic light will be made in a distributed way by deep Q-learning method. Experiments on both synthetic and realworld datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of our STMARL framework, which also provides an insightful understanding of the influence mechanism among multi-intersection traffic lights. (f) Number of vehicles approaching on latter night. A APPENDIX Figure 9 shows Traffic light phases used in the synthetic datasets. The change of each phase is followed by the 3 seconds yellow light.
A.1.2 Traffic Light Phases for Real-world Data. We provide all the phases configuration used by the four traffic lights for the realworld dataset in Figure 8 . The change of each phase is followed by the 3 seconds yellow light except Phase 9. Each traffic light's phase id list is shown in Table 3 in the main text.
A.2 Fixed-time Plan
Phase duration of fixed-time plan used in the real-world is listed in Table 8 .
A.3 Simulation Setting
For the synthetic data, each intersection has four directions and each road segment has 3 lanes (300 meters long and 3.2 meters width). The road network in the real data is imported from OpenStreetMap 2 .
